Russian Metal Fair Quartet live successfully held in
Moscow
June 10, 2021

Three days full of technological innovations, products and services,
live meetings and talks in Moscow; the Russian metal fairs wire
Russia, Tube Russia, Metallurgy Russia and Litmash Russia were
held at the EXPOCENTRE exhibition center from June 8 to 10,
2021.

About 200 companies from 11 countries participated in the top
regional event of the industries. In addition to Russian companies,
exhibitors

from

Germany,

Italy

and

Turkey

were

strongly

represented.

In addition to machinery and equipment for wire production and wire
processing, current technologies in the fields of tube production,
tube processing and tube machining; machinery, plants, equipment
and solutions for the casting and processing industries as well as for
metallurgical processes were on display. During three days of the
exhibition, trade visitors were able to learn about the wide range of
products and services offered by Russian and international
exhibitors.

The Metal Plaza lecture area complemented the lively trade fair
activities in the halls with a comprehensive supporting program of
factual lectures, workshops and seminars, which took place safely
and at a distance under strict hygiene regulations.

In the German Pavilion, German companies showed their colours in
Moscow - "Here we go again!" was the unanimous opinion of the
exhibitors, who visibly enjoyed the personal encounters and
technical discussions at the exhibition stands.
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Industry key players such as Rosendahl Nextrom, Maillefer
Extrusion,

Niehoff, Kabmak,

Heinrich-Wagner Sinto, Wafios,

Inductotherm and Eges came to Moscow to meet their customers
and establish new business contacts, thus making a clear
commitment to the trade fairs in Russia.

Metallurgy Russia and Litmash Russia will again be held together in
Moscow from June 7 to 9, 2022; wire Russia and Tube Russia will
be held in the summer of 2023.

More information at: www.wire-russia.com, www.tube-russia.com,
www.metallurgy-russia.com, www.litmash-russia.com
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